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Flatfoot is a common foot deformity, and the collapseof the arch structure affects

the foot cushioning during walking. A growing number of scholars have found

that the analysis of the impact force should be combined with both the

magnitude and the frequency of the impact force. Therefore, the aim of this

study is to investigate the plantar impact characteristics of flatfoot patients and

normal foot people at different load-bearing buffer stage from the time and

frequency domains. Sixteen males with flatfoot and sixteen males with normal

foot were recruited to walk on the plantar pressure test system at the same step

speed, and the vertical ground reaction force data were collected from the heel

contact stage and the arch support stage. The differences in the frequency

domain of the ground reaction force between the flatfoot and the normal foot in

the two stages were analyzed according to the basic mechanical characteristics

and the continuous wavelet transform. Independent sample t-test was used to

compare the baseline data of subjects, and the differences in foot impact force

characteristics at different stages of foot type and weight-bearing cushion phase

were compared by two-factor repeated measures Analysis of Variance. 1) In

terms of basicmechanical characteristics, In both groups for flatfoot patients and

normal foot people, the peak ground reaction force was higher in the arch

support stage compared to the heel contact stage (Pflatfoot<0.001, Pnormal

foot<0.001), and the load rate of force change was smaller in this stage

(Pflatfoot<0.001, Pnormal foot<0.001). However, no differences in peak ground

reaction force and time of occurrence were found between flatfoot and

normal foot in the two stages (p > 0.05), in the arch support stage, the force

change load rate of patients with flatfoot was lower than that of normal foot

people (p = 0.021). 2) The results of time and frequency domain characteristics

showed that during the heel contact and the arch support stage, no significant

differences in the maximum signal power as well as the corresponding time and

the frequency of themain impact force between the normal foot and the flatfoot

were found. In both flatfoot and normal foot types, compared with the foot heel

contact stage, the maximum signal power in the arch support stage was higher

(Pflatfoot < 0.001, Pnormal foot<0.001), and the corresponding impact frequencywas
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smaller (Pflatfoot = 0.002, Pnormal foot = 0.004). Once the step speed was

controlled, the flatfoot patients only showed a smaller impact force load rate

in the arch support stage, which may be related to their lower arch rigidity. The

characteristics of the impact force in different stages of walking support period

were different in time and frequency domain, suggesting that there may be

differences in the function of various parts of the foot.
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1 Introduction

Flatfoot is a foot deformity caused by the collapse of the arch

[1,2]. As an important structure of the foot, the arch performs an

elastic cushioning function through changes in height during

movement, therefore, the collapse of the arch is considered to be

an important factor that increases the risk of lower limb injury

[1,2,3]. In childhood, the foot structure tends to have a flattened

appearance, mostly due to incomplete foot development [4],

while in elderly, the decline in foot function due to aging makes

the foot muscles and ligaments unable to maintain the shape of

the arch, which results in flatfoot [5]. It is believed that abnormal

foot structure can affect the walking stability of the elderly and

become a potential risk for falls [6]. During standing, patients

with flatfoot have a higher magnitude and speed of plantar

center-of-pressure trajectory sway than normal foot people

and exhibit poorer static postural control [7,8], and Harrison’s

team showed that as the severity of flatfoot deformity increases,

static postural stability decreases [7]. When walking, patients

with flatfoot had higher impulse in the heel and arch regions

compared to normal foot people [2], and flatfoot exhibited

excessive pronation of the foot with lower center of pressure

excursion index (CPEI) when pedaling and extending [9]. While

running, patients with flatfoot exhibited greater range of motion

in the hindfoot, midfoot, and forefoot than normal foot people,

suggesting a greater risk of sports injury [10].

Plantar mechanics is an important reference for analyzing

the biomechanical characteristics of flatfoot patients. In a

majority of movements, the foot is the only motor organ in

contact with the ground. During this time, the human body

obtains external information in the form of mechanics through

plantar proprioception [11,12]. With the gradual study of impact

force, researchers found that the study of impact force cannot be

limited to the basic characteristics of force. Nigg’s team proposed

that the response mechanism of human motion system to impact

force should include two angles: time domain and frequency

domain. Larger impact loads, impact frequencies, or soft tissue

resonances may increase the risk of lower extremity injury

[13,14], meanwhile, the basic mechanical indicators used to

quantify the impact characteristics may not truly characterize

the signals generated by foot-ground collisions [15]. Therefore,

impact forces should be studied as input signals with amplitude,

time and frequency domains. In the process of walking, the heel

and foot arch perform passive cushioning to absorb and transfer

the load [16], due to arch collapse and heel exostosis, the cause of

sports injuries in flatfoot is mostly thought to be excessive local

impact loading of the foot during the load-bearing buffer phase.

However, it is still unknown whether changes in foot structure

affect the frequency domain characteristics of plantar impact

forces in patients with flatfoot and whether this change is

responsible for the lower extremity injury in flatfoot.

Moreover, structural variations in different parts of the foot

lead to their functional differentiation, which may affect the

frequency of impact forces corresponding to each part of the foot,

therefore, the existence of time-frequency domain variation in

different touchdown phases of the foot during the walking

support period may also be a new direction to explore the

dynamic function of the foot. In summary, combining basic

mechanical methods and time-frequency domain analysis to

investigate the plantar impact characteristics during walking

not only can investigate the possible injury mechanisms in

patients with flat feet, but also provides a new research

method to assess dynamic foot function.

Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is a time-frequency

domain analysis of signals by specific wavelet functions

according to different scaling scales. Compared with the

Fourier Transform (FT), the CWT enhances the frequency

domain analysis of signals at different times. It was found that

CWT had better sensitivity compared to traditional median

frequency (MF) and mean power frequency (MPF) when

assessing muscle fatigue status [17]. After CWT analysis, the

research revealed that for visual, proprioceptive interference and

foot type differences all affected the frequency domain

characteristics of the standing plantar center of pressure

trajectory [7,18]. The CWT analysis of impact force also

showed that rearfoot pattern runners had higher impact force

frequencies during the running support period compared to non-

rearfoot pattern runners [15]. The above researches all indicated

that CWT has beneficial applications in biomechanical fields

such as surface myoelectric signal processing and nonlinear

analysis of mechanical signals. In this paper, we combine

basic mechanical characteristics and CWT method to compare

the load magnitude and time-frequency domain characteristics

of vertical ground reaction forces during buffering phase of the
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walking support period between normal foot and flatfoot. The

aims of the paper is to investigate the effects of the weight-bearing

cushion phase and foot type differences on plantar impact

characteristics during the walking support period. The

hypotheses of this study are as follows: 1) In the buffering

stage of walking, the plantar impact load of patients with

flatfoot is larger than that of normal foot, and the frequency

of main impact force may be different from that of normal foot;

2) The weight-bearing cushion dominated by different parts of

the foot during the heel touch phase and arch support phase may

lead to differences in the time-domain and frequency-domain

characteristics of plantar forces.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Participants

Thirty-two male subjects were recruited. PASS (Version

15, NCSS, United States) was used for sample size estimation,

the minimum effect size was set at 0.90, and the significance

level was set at 0.05. When the correlation between different

buffer stages within a group was 0.5 and the difference in foot

type between groups was 50%, the minimum sample size

determined was 22 (Tests for Two Groups of Pre-Post

Scores). Combining individual differences in subjects and

potential sample attrition, the total sample size was finally

determined to be 32.

The foot type was distinguished by foot arch index in 3D foot

scanner (3DPODOMED, Beijing Haidemi Investment Co., Ltd.

accuracy ± 1.0 mm). Among them, 16 were normal foot (arch

index 0.21-0.26) [19] and 16 were flatfoot (arch index >0.30)
[19]. The subjects were required to have normal exercise ability

(Move freely without pain or discomfort.), no lower limb injury

in recent 3 months and no history of lower limb surgery. All the

recruited subjects were familiar with this experimental

procedure, and volunteered to participate in the experimental

test. This study was endorsed by the University Ethics Committee

of Hebei Normal University (No. 2022LLSC026).

2.2 Data collection

Each subject walked barefoot on a 2 m high frequency plantar

pressure plate (RSscan International Company of Belgium,

collecting frequency 120 Hz, sensor density 4/cm2) for 5 times

to control the walking speed and record the plantar pressure data

of the dominant lateral foot closest to 1.30 m/s. The walking

speed was calculated by dividing the stride length by the stride

time, while the stride length and stride time were the distance and

time interval between the heel touching the pressure plate twice,

respectively (Figure 1). Dominant lateral foot was defined as the

preferred leg for a ball kicking [20].

2.3 Data processing

2.3.1 Load-bearing buffer stage division
The time of the walking support period of each subject was

normalized from 0% to 100%, and the ground reaction force during

the walking support period was normalized as a percentage of the

gravitational force applied to each subject, the ground reaction force

diagram during the walking support period was drawn (Figure 2). In

this study, we mainly analyzed the characteristics of ground impact

force during the weight-bearing cushion phase (red line in Figure 2)

so that we could investigate whether heel exostosis and arch collapse

in patients with flatfoot would affect the foot cushioning function,

and the mechanical characteristics of different parts of the foot

during cushioning. As shown in Figure 1, point A is the moment of

forefoot touchdown [21,22], and from the hindfoot touchdown to

point A is the heel contact stage; point B is the first peak of ground

reaction force [21,23], and from point A to point B is the arch

support stage.

2.3.2 Basic mechanical characteristics of plantar
impact

The peak value of ground reaction force, the time of peak

occurrence and the load rate of force were calculated for different

foot types during the heel touch phase and arch support phase,

respectively, where the load rate of force was calculated by the

average slope of the curve, as follows [24,25]:

k � f′ x( )dx

Where k is the average slope of the curve and f′(x)dx is the

differential of the curve function expression.

2.3.3 Time-frequency domain characteristics of
plantar impact forces

The continuous wavelet transform calculates the inner product

between the wavelet basis function and the original signal at

different scaling scales through time translation of the wavelet

basis function, and then adjusts the time resolution and frequency

resolution. Among them, the integral of the wavelet basis function

FIGURE 1
Stride length definition.
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of the selected mother wavelet is close to 0 in its function interval,

and its waveform should be similar to that of the original signal as

far as possible to ensure the accuracy of the analytical results.

Different scaling scales will change the center frequency of the

mother wavelet. A larger scale means a lower central frequency of

the mother wavelet and a narrower bandwidth in the frequency

domain, so the resolution of the frequency is higher. Similarly, a

smaller scale means a wider bandwidth in the frequency domain,

resulting in a higher temporal resolution.

According to previous studies [15], the morlet wavelet function

was selected to perform a continuous wavelet transform (Matlab

2017a, Mathwork, United States) with a scale of 1–200 (resolution

frequency of 0.6-120 Hz) and a step size of 0.5 on the ground reaction

force normalized to the heel touch stage and the arch support stage

FIGURE 2
Load-bearing buffer stage division.

FIGURE 3
Analysis diagram of ground reaction in time and frequency domain. (Note: The color bar represents the signal power. As shown in Figure 2, the
main frequency of the analytical signal is between 5–25 Hz, and the period of occurrence is in the first 5%–9% of the support period).
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respectively, and the time-frequency domain analysis cloud of the

ground reaction force is shown as Figure 3. The indicators of this

study include maximum signal power, the time of maximum signal

power and the frequency of maximum signal power to reflect the

time-frequency domain characteristics of the impact force.

2.4 Statistics

The mean and standard deviation for each variable were

calculated. Normal distribution check of variables by

Shapiro–Wilk test. Independent samples t-test was used to

compare the baseline information of normal and flatfoot, and

two-factor repeated measures ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) was

used to compare the plantar impact characteristics of two foot

types at different stages of walking support period, the Bonferroni

method was used for simple effect comparisons (SPSS 25.0, IBM,

United States), with the significance level α was set as 0.05.

3 Results

3.1 Comparison of subject baseline
information

As Table 1 shows, there was no significant difference in age,

height and weight between the flatfoot group and the normal foot

group (p > 0.05), while no difference was found in the walking speed

between the two groups (p > 0.05). The subjects were similar in basic

condition and the experimental conditions were well controlled.

3.2 Comparison of basic mechanical
characteristics of plantar impact

For the peak ground reaction force, only different buffer

stages had main effect (Table 2), compared with the heel

contact stage, the peak ground reaction force of both flatfoot

and normal foot in the arch support stage was higher

(Pflatfoot<0.001, Pnormal foot<0.001). However, there was no

significant difference in the peak ground reaction force

between the flatfoot and the normal foot in the two stages

(Pheel contact = 0.793, Parch support = 0.453).

The buffer stages main effects also appeared in the time of the

peak force and load rate of force change. However, no significant

differences were found between foot types in the above two

indicators (Table 2). Specifically, the load rate of force change was

lower in both flatfoot and normal foot during the arch support

stage than the heel contact stage (Pflatfoot<0.001, Pnormal

foot<0.001). In addition, in the arch support stage, the force

change load rate of patients with flatfoot was lower than that

of normal foot people (p = 0.021).

3.3 Comparison of time and frequency
domain characteristics of plantar impact
force

The main effect for stage was observed in both maximum

signal power and the time of maximum signal power, no

significant differences were found in the above indicators for

foot type (Table 3). Moreover, for the maximum signal power,

compared with the heel contact stage, the maximum signal power

of the flatfoot and normal foot of foot arch support stage was

higher (Pflatfoot<0.001, Pnormal foot<0.001).
There was a main effect for stage in the frequency of

maximum signal power, neither foot type main effect nor

interaction effect were found in this indicator (Table 3). For

both of the flatfoot and normal foot, the frequency of

maximum signal power in arch support stage was lower

than that of the heel contact stage (Pflatfoot = 0.002, Pnormal

foot = 0.004).

TABLE 1 Baseline data of subjects (n = 32, �x ± s).

Normal foot Flatfoot p-value

Age (year) 25.50 ± 1.15 24.63 ± 1.54 0.080

Height (cm) 177.25 ± 2.67 177.75 ± 3.61 0.659

Weight (kg) 72.63 ± 8.21 73.88 ± 10.39 0.708

Walk speed (m/s) 1.32 ± 0.12 1.30 ± 0.09 0.683

TABLE 2 Basic mechanical characteristics of plantar impact of different foot types.

Heel contact stage Arch support stage p-value

Normal foot Flatfoot Normal foot Flatfoot Interaction effect Main effect
for stage

Main effect
for foot
type

Peak ground reaction force (%) 56.36 ± 18.19 54.33 ± 24.58 92.06 ± 14.53a 85.45 ± 31.57a 0.332 <0.001 0.586

The time of the peak force (%) 8.03 ± 1.83 9.06 ± 2.45 21.31 ± 5.14a 23.17 ± 3.33a 0.676 <0.001 0.053

Load rate of force change 5.49 ± 1.50 5.85 ± 3.30 2.75 ± 0.46a 2.27 ± 0.65 ab 0.346 <0.001 0.899

(Note: a indicates that there is a significant difference between heel contact stage and arch support stage; b indicates that there is a significant difference between normal foot people and

flatfoot patients).

The meaning of the bold values is p < 0.05.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Analysis of basic mechanical
characteristics of plantar impact

Walking is one of the basic movements of the human body, the

foot, as the end link in direct contact with the ground during walking,

has a complex structure that allows the human body to accomplish

weight-bearing cushioning and stretching functions. Due to the

slower speed during walking, all parts of the foot can fully contact

the ground; [12,26,27]. In the load-bearing buffering stage, the heel

first touches the ground, at which time the strike between the heel

and the ground produces a peak force, as shown at point A in

Figure 1, which is known as the “heel strike transient” [21,23], and

then the foot rolls forward around the heel axis, themidfoot gradually

touches the ground, when the arch plays a dominant role in

cushioning [23]. At this time, the human body adjusts the foot

posture according to the characteristics of the ground reaction force,

while viscoelastic structures such as foot fascia stores elastic potential

energy [12,28]. The results of this study showed that the slope of the

ground reaction of the two types of foot in the arch support stage was

lower than that in the heel contact stage (p< 0.05). In the heel contact

stage, although the human body is in the double-support phase while

the contralateral limb bears part of the impact load, the load rate of

change in the vertical ground reaction force is still higher than that in

the arch support phase, which indicates the arch structure of the foot

effectively reduces the impact of ground reaction force, reflecting the

elastic cushioning function of the foot.

In the arch support stage, our study found that the force change

load rate of flatfoot patients was lower than that of normal foot people

(p < 0.05), suggesting that the arch of the normal foot may exhibit

greater rigidity in response to impact loading, which is consistent

with the previous findings of our group [29]. A finite-element

analysis of flatfoot [30]. found that lower plantar fascia rigidity

and inadequate strength of the peroneus longus affects the ability

tomaintain the arch of the foot, the result also explains the findings of

our study. From these results, it can be concluded that for patients

with flatfoot, the lower arch rigidity requires the selection of orthotic

insoles with better foot support for functional foot assistance.

However, no significant differences were found between normal

and flatfoot in the peak ground reaction force and the time of peak

ground reaction during both heel contact and arch support stage. A

study of cadaveric foot [31] showed that sustained impact loading

increased the flatness of flatfoot, this finding suggests that flatfoot is

less adaptive and prolonged exercise may further amplify the

differences in foot function between flatfoot patients and normal

foot people. Since the physical differences between the subjects in this

study were small and the step speed was controlled during the test,

the foot type differences have less effect on the peak plantar impact

force, therefore, it can be speculated that themain factors affecting the

magnitude and corresponding time of ground reaction force during

the walking buffer period may be the step speed and the effective

mass at the time of impact.

4.2 Time-frequency domain
characteristics analysis of plantar impact
force

In the field of sports medicine, earlier studies mostly considered

that the main cause of sports injuries was the accumulation of load

or excessive impact, and the biomechanical studies of basic sports

such as walking, running and jumpingmostly took the time domain

perspective as the entry point. With the in-depth study of frequency

domain, scholars found that human bones (200–900 Hz) [13,32]

and soft tissues (10–60 Hz) [33] have corresponding inherent

frequencies respectively, while the impact force frequency domain

during running is around 10–20 Hz [15,34], which is closer to the

inherent frequency of soft tissues, making the impact force

frequency and the inherent frequency of soft tissues resonate and

lead to soft tissue injury. This view provides a new perspective on the

mechanism of sports injury.

During walking, all parts of the foot are in full contact with

the ground, which makes the foot function more sufficiently

embodied. In this study, the ground reaction force in the load-

bearing cushion phase during the walking support period was

TABLE 3 Statistical results of plantar impact force in time-frequency domain.

Heel contact stage Arch support stage p-value

Normal
foot

Flatfoot Normal
foot

Flatfoot Interaction
effect

Main
effect
for stage

Main
effect
for foot
type

Maximum signal power 63.86 ± 24.25 59.15 ± 25.52 140.89 ± 34.99a 143.28 ±
64.21a

0.650 <0.001 0.924

The time of maximum signal power (%) 5.77 ± 1.08 6.43 ± 1.64 16.42 ± 2.86a 17.45 ± 2.19a 0.721 <0.001 0.122

The frequency of maximum signal
power (Hz)

8.01 ± 1.90 7.64 ± 1.80 5.33 ± 2.06a 4.64 ± 1.76a 0.797 <0.001 0.056

(Note: a indicates that there is a significant difference between the heel contact stage and arch support stage).

The meaning of the bold values is p < 0.05.
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considered as a set of input signals with time-frequency domain

characteristics, however, in the time-frequency domain

perspective, our study did not find significant differences in

the maximum signal power, corresponding time and impact

force frequency between flatfoot patients and normal foot

people during the load-bearing cushion phase, which suggests

that after controlling for step speed, arch collapse has little effect

on the frequency domain characteristics of plantar impact during

low-intensity and short-term exercise, while significant changes

in plantar impact characteristics may need to be further reflected

by high-intensity or prolonged exercise.

This study showed that the maximum signal power of the arch

support stage is higher than that of the heel contact stage, indicating

that the plantar impact is mainly concentrated in the arch support

stage. Meanwhile, the arch support stage exhibited a lower impact

force frequency compared to that of the heel contact stage. Some

scholars believe that the musculoskeletal system of the human body

plays the role of a “low-pass filter” during movement, and its purpose

is to ensure the stability of the head during movement so that the

brain can accurately process visual and vestibular inputs and improve

movement stability to prevent falls [35,36], while the angle of the joint,

the degree of muscle activation, and the skeletal muscle composition

all change the cut-off frequency of the “filter” [14,36,37]. The results of

this study support this argument, even in different parts of the foot,

structural differences can also make a change in the frequency of the

impact force on each part of the foot. Shorten’s team found that high-

frequency impact force wasmainly present in the initial landing phase

of running, while low-frequency impact force accounted for a gradual

increase in the middle of running support [38]. Although the

movement studied in our paper was walking, due to the similarity

of movement patterns, the results of both this research and Shorten’s

team suggest that there may be differences in impact frequencies in

various parts of the foot due to structural differences. In the heel

contact stage, the human body responds to ground impact with the

ankle-hindfoot as the dominant, the heel bone is subjected to larger

rigid impact resulting in a higher force change load rate and impact

force frequency. While in the arch support phase, the weight-bearing

cushion of the foot is dominated by the arch, and the mid-tarsal joint

and plantar fascia sufficiently carry out elastic cushioning, thus

showing smaller force change load rate and impact force

frequency. The above differences indicate that frequency domain

characteristics can be a new perspective for evaluating foot function.

In this study, the time-frequency domain analysis provided a

new perspective on the plantar impact characteristics during the

weight-bearing cushioning phase of the walking support period, but

there are still some limitations in our study, the present research only

investigated the time-frequency domain characteristics of impact

force under low-intensity exercise like walking in male flatfoot

patients, while the motion characteristics under high-load impact

such as running and jumping in female and different age groups of

patients with flatfoot also need some data support, and it is suggested

that future studies should be supplemented in this aspect.

5 Conclusion

After controlling the gait speed, it is hard to find the

difference in impact force frequency between flatfoot patients

and normal foot people during the weight-bearing cushioning

phase, the smaller impact force change load rate in the arch

support stage of flatfoot patients may due to their lower arch

rigidity, the better foot support footwear is recommended for

flatfoot patients. Variations in foot function in different parts of

the foot may cause different frequency domain characteristics

during the weight-bearing cushioning phase.

It is recommended that future research on the plantar

mechanics of flatfoot should extend the sample size and

increase the study of injury mechanisms in people of different

genders and ages during prolonged or high-intensity exercise.
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